GAMES
CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Start of a rhyming campaign slogan
6. Boxer, e.g.
9. Peeved
14. Copier cartridge
15. Boor
16. It may prevent a run on a bank?
17. California birthplace of 37-Across
19. Opt (to)
20. Great stink?
21. Cruise to victory over
22. Broadcast
23. ___ Lock, key next to Page Up
24. Where 37-Across sat before 52-Across
29. Photojournalist Souza
31. CRAZY RICH ___ (2018 film)
32. The Simpsons character
33. Aftermath of burning out?
35. Government org. established by Truman after WWII
36. Action word
37. To whom this puzzle is in tribute
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42. Slimy, sticky stuff
43. Magazine featuring Alfred E. Neuman
44. Contact point?
45. Children’s sleepwear, briefly
46. Reprobates
49. Omar of ER and House
52. Where 37-Across sat after 24-Across
55. Word before “Fire!”
57. Eminent British lexicon: Abbr.
58. OTHELLO or OUR TOWN opener
59. Shoe retailer headquartered in Montreal
60. Super Fine Tippy Golden Flowery Orange ___ (tea grade)
62. In which 37-Across wrote “[t]he nature of injustice is that we may not always see it in our own times”
64. “___ great dream begins with a dreamer” (fake Harriet Tubman quote)
65. It parallels the radius
66. Incapacitated with an electrical weapon

67. Coloratura soprano’s pride
68. Golf accessory
69. Quirky (and pleased with that fact)

DOWN
1. “Challenge accepted”
2. Pack with stuff, as a trunk
3. It’s not taxed in South Dakota
4. Warriors coach Steve
5. Proposed constitutional change introduced in the 1920s: Abbr.
6. Jelly and cider, e.g.
7. Mentally best
8. Classic 1960s Pontiac
9. Becomes sunny
10. Natural history museum object
11. Like “like,” by some
12. Mary L. Schapiro was the first woman to serve as its permanent Chairman
13. Mathematical object notated with curly brackets
15. Singer ___ Lewis with the #1 hit Bleeding Love
18. Dr.’s scan
24. Tree house?
25. Cousin of a controversy

26. Silly
27. Sheepish response to a compliment
28. Ice cream container
30. Assign work to, with “with”
34. Words on a homemade sign at a sporting event
36. Uncle Joe, for one
37. West African spiritual practice
38. Tacit
39. Word with “bird” or “rib”
40. Fit to be taught
41. Russian refusal
42. Google Maps feature
46. It’s elevated at night?
47. Epoch dominated by mammals
48. Teaching of Buddha
50. Least rosy
51. Moves around furtively
53. Corporate change, briefly
54. Fix, as a carnival game
56. Like old cheese
59. Yonder
60. According to
61. Actress Longoria
62. ___ of whack
63. In-flight announcement, for short